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ABSTRACT
The Development of a Vacuum Forming System for
KYDEX® and Other Thermoplastic Sheet
by
Andrew Gavin Smith
Vacuum forming is a popular, cost effective method amongst large and small scale applications.
The method is used to mold a material to the surface of a mold/pattern in order to create a
negative copy for reproduction or an object in positive form. The prototype vacuum forming
system developed and documented herein is of a membrane-seal type that consists of three (3)
principle parts: radial platen, Hinged Frame and Platen Support Assembly, and a PVC surge
tank. Each part is described in detail through design, manufacturing, and testing processes. The
design supports functional versatility, small scale molding, and uses readily available materials.
Functional prototype testing was performed with the thermoplastic KYDEX® and multiple
objects for mold examples. Results include successful proof of concept, design pros and cons,
and findings based on functional testing.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Problem Statement
The thermoplastic material, KYDEX®, has been used in various large format commercial
applications for over half a century including aircraft interiors, commercial vehicle panels,
kiosks, etc. However, this material is not well known to the general public and hobbyists. Small
scale applications are primarily limited to knife sheaths and firearm holsters, a fairly narrow
market. KYDEX® could be used for many other purposes, so thermoforming is a gateway to
spread the knowledge of the material and its capabilities.
The growth in consumer innovation has been increasing due to 3D printers, laser cutting
technology, and other readily available, smaller scale tools at affordable price points. Vacuum
forming and the use of KYDEX® have great potential to be used as well. It is the purpose of
this thesis to support the continued innovation in the hobbyist-scale consumer products industry
through the design and manufacture of a membrane-type vacuum forming system using readily
available materials and access 2D CAD software and simple CNC router and/or laser cutting
technologies.
Limitations
This developmental thesis project will, by necessity, be limited in scope to the
manufacture and testing of one (1) production-capable prototype vacuum forming system. Due to
the cost of materials and small lot availability, only one sheet of 1/16 inch thick silicone
membrane and one type of thermoplastic material (KYDEX®) shall be used in the functional
testing of the prototype vacuum forming system. Given additional financial resources, multiple
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membrane materials in various thicknesses and durometers and thermoplastic materials in
multiple thicknesses would have been tested for comparison.

Definition of Terms
Computer-Aided Design and Drafting (CADD)
Computer-Aided Design and Drafting (CADD, short form: CAD) comprises a range of
vector-based software applications used for two dimensional (2D) and three dimensional (3D)
drafting, design, and modeling. Examples include: AutoCAD® by Autodesk®, SolidWorks® by
Dassault Systèmes SOLIDWORKS Corp., Rhino 3D® by Robert McNeel & Associates, etc.
Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAM)
Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAM) comprises a range of semi-automated software
applications used for converting and processing vector-based CADD geometry into CNC files.
Computerized Numerical Control (CNC)
Computerized Numerical Control (CNC) is a family of automated machine tools (e.g.,
milling machines, lathes, routers, laser cutters, 3D printers, etc.
HVAC
Acronym for Heating, Ventilation and Cooling
Interior Diameter (ID)
Interior Diameter (ID) is a measurement of the nominal interior diameter of a pipe or
tube. ID is either measured or calculated by subtracting two (2) times the wall thickness from the
outside diameter of a pipe or tube.
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Heat Deflection Temperature (HDT)
A material’s Heat Deflection Temperature (HDT) is the minimum temperature at which a
material will self-deform. Below the HDT, a material may be pliable and permanently deform
easily under load but, in the absence of external forces, the material will remain rigid.
Vacuum Forming System (VFS)
A Vacuum Forming System (VFS) is a membrane-seal type of thermoplastic forming
system that uses differential pressure between atmospheric and partial vacuum to supply force to
form and hold heated thin thermoplastic sheets over a mold until frozen into the desired shape. A
VFS has (a) an external heat source, (b) a thin, flexible membrane held within a frame that will
seal over (c) a mold or pattern or mold on supported on (d) a channeled platen, with (e) one or
more valves connecting (f) a surge tank to (g) a vacuum pump.
Vacuum Thermoforming System (VTS)
A Vacuum Thermoforming System (VTS) is a material-seal type of Vacuum Forming
System (VFS) that utilizes (a) a built-in heater over (b) a frame-supported thermoplastic sheet,
and (c) a pass-through platen/plenum design with (d) a large volume surge tank. Due the
material-seal design, the thermoplastic material is dimensionally required to fit the length and
width of the frame which will fit over the platen.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
History of Vacuum Forming
Some of the first patents of vacuum or thermoforming machines and concepts came about
in the 1930-1950 era. One of the first patents of vacuum forming, Patent No. 2,142,445 was
filed on November 27th, 1936 by H.E. Helwig of Rohm and Haas Corporation containing a
machine that used oil pressure in order to form a plastic sheet to a mold. The inner part of the
sheet would not have any blemishes since it was only in contact with hot oil and the plastic sheet
would cool as it was being pressed against the mold since the mold was water cooled (Rosen).
Moving up to the mid 1940’s, Patent No. 2,559,705 was filed July 8th, 1947 by G. W.
Borkland for a vacuum forming machine. It utilized multiple picture frames that contained
needles protruding upward in order to attach the plastic sheet. By placing the plastic sheet on the
frame and forcing it to a pivoted platen, the sheet was firmly attached to the needles. The sheet
and frame were then heated in a lower oven then transferred to a vertically mounted mold to be
vacuum formed. The technology was showcased at the 1950 National Plastics Exhibition in
Chicago, in which Borkland offered thin-walled vacuum formed packaging (Rosen).
Around the 1950 to 1960 era, vacuum forming technology became high in interest to
entrepreneurs. Bob Butzko, an experienced engineer, redesigned the early forms of the
technology to bring them up to industrial standards. Pneumatics, mechanical features, and oven
controls were upgraded as well as thermoforming processors being added. Within a year of the
discoveries, six thermoforming machine companies began competing with the technology. At
this point the golden age of thermoforming and vacuum forming technology was born (Rosen).
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In 1965, the Rohm and Haas Company introduced KYDEX® 100, an acrylic-polyvinyl chloride
thermoplastic material. KYDEX® was specifically formulated to pass the rigorous Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) self-extinguishing requirements of transport-category aircraft
interior trim applications per FAR 25.853(a). (SEKISUI SPI, 2017)

Vacuum Forming: How it Works
Vacuum forming is a subset of manufacturing forming processes that uses the differential
pressure between ambient atmosphere and a partial vacuum in order to pride sufficient force to
shape a heated and softened thin sheet of thermoplastic material around the exposed surface of a
mold or pattern. As thin sheets quickly cool via conductive heat transfer to a temperature below
the material’s heat deflection temperature (HDT), the speed of initial forming is critically
important. In order to create a vacuum inside the forming system quickly, the volume of air
contained between material/membrane and the mold/platen must be “dumped” or quickly
removed by evacuating the air into an empty volume (a “surge tank”) that is connected to a
vacuum pump. Although the maximum differential pressure is low (i.e., nominally 14.7 psi or
30 inHg), the total force application over the surface area of the material/membrane can be
substantial. The forming force acting over the surface of a two (2) square foot piece of material
at a 10 psi (20.42 inHg) pressure differential would be almost 2½ tons.
System Concepts and Components
A typical system for vacuum forming consists of a frame to secure a material or
membrane, a 3D mold or pattern on top of a platen or support structure above an optional plenum
in fluid communication with an isolated vacuum surge tank and pump. There are two general
variations of vacuum forming systems for thermoforming polymer sheets.
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The most common commercial design is commonly called a Vacuum Thermoforming
System (VTS). As shown in Figure 1, a VTS uses an integrated heater above or offset from the
mold/platen to heat a thermoplastic material that is securely held within a frame. Once the
material has reached the proper forming temperature—well above the Heat Deflection
Temperature (HDT) but below the material’s “Do Not Exceed” maximum rated forming
temperature—the sheet is lowered quickly over the 3D mold and platen. Vacuum is applied by
opening a valve to evacuate the trapped air within the mold/platen surface and the plenum thus
creating a large forming force due to the differential pressure. The material is subsequently
stretched and formed around the molding surface and allowed to freeze in place.

Figure 1 – Vacuum Thermoforming System (VTS) Example
The other general design is commonly called a Vacuum Forming System (VFS). A VFS
is similar to the VTS system but, as shown in Figure 2, (a) does not include an integrated heater
and (b) uses a frame-mounted, thin, flexible membrane instead of the thermoplastic material to
create the vacuum seal. In a VFS, the material is heated by an external source, such as an oven.
Once the material has reached the proper forming temperature, it is quickly placed over the
mold. The frame containing the thin, flexible membrane is then quickly lowered onto the
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material, mold, and platen creating an air-tight seal. Vacuum is applied and the air pressure
differential outside the membrane acting over the surface provides the necessary force to form
the material over the mold/pattern surface. The material is then allowed to freeze in place.

Figure 2 – Vacuum Forming System (VFS) Example
There are, in terms of versatility and cost, benefits and drawbacks to each type of vacuum
forming system. The principle benefit of a VTS is that it is a stand-alone type system with its
own integrated heat source. One major drawback of the VTS is that the thermoplastic material
must fit the extents of the frame because the system relies upon a material seal and is therefore
typically more expensive to use due to the material size requirements. Additionally, VTSs
require a large surge tank and higher capacity vacuum pumps to effectively evacuate the contents
of the plenum which is used to provide a uniform vacuum across the entire platen. Accordingly,
VTSs are typically used for high volume and/or large part production.
Because a typical VFS uses a membrane to seal, one major benefit is that it provides a
wide range of options for the size of sheet materials; as long as the material suitably covers the
mold/pattern and fits within envelope of the platen. Materials are more cost effectively used with
resultant savings in costs. If only one small part is needed, an entire sheet will not be consumed
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as the membrane seal allows the use of a partial sheet of material. Additionally, as there is no
need for a plenum, the surge tank and vacuum pumps can be quite small.
Because of the reduction in cost, material waste, and overall versatility with material size;
the membrane seal vacuum forming design was chosen for the prototype.
Online Resources
Multiple resources were used throughout the design and manufacturing processes. Each
resource listed includes information that they provide and how it has been used in reference to
the document. From professional vacuum forming design companies, KYDEX® manufacturing
documents and specifications, to valuable online resources for technical information.
Formech
With over 30 years in the vacuum forming business, Formech International Ltd. offers an
online resource, “A Vacuum Forming Guide.” Containing nine sections of detailed information,
the document covers everything from various systems for vacuum forming, mold designs,
techniques, and different plastics and their capabilities for thermoforming. The inclusive
information concerning vacuum forming shows the capabilities of a vacuum forming system and
how it could be used in many different applications. (Formech, 2012).
SEKISUI SPI
SEKISUI SPI is manufacturer of acrylic-polyvinyl chloride thermoplastic material
marketed under the brand name, KYDEX®. The company has technical briefs and data sheets
for all products they manufacture. Each technical brief contains different information
concerning aspects of thermoforming KYDEX®. Not only do these documents provide the
technical data sheets for KYDEX® products, but they provide instructions in order to properly
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form KYDEX® for various applications. Very detailed troubleshooting guides are also included
in these technical briefs (SEKISUI SPI, 2016).
KYDEX® V & KYDEX® T Thermoplastics. KYDEX® V and T are acrylic-PVC
hybrid materials that are provided by Sekisui SPI as thermoplastic sheets for superior
formability, abrasion resistance, chemical resistance, and styling amongst many other features.
KYDEX® T is a proprietary thermoplastic sheet that has high impact strength and can be a cost
effective substitute for fire retardant ABS/PVC formulated materials. KYDEX® T is easy to
form with high part definition and offered in eight different textures in a variety of colors.
KYDEX® V is a utility thermoplastic sheet that can easily be machined, and formed with
uniform wall thickness and excellent detail. It is black in color and available in seven distinctive
textures. (SEKISUI SPI, 2016).
To quantify the ability of KYDEX® in terms of part definition, the minimum radius it
can form is equal to the thickness of the material. For example, if the thickness of the KYDEX®
is 0.125 inches, the minimum radius it will form is 0.125 inches. Also, KYDEX® can be
reheated and be reformed if the first thermoforming attempt does not succeed. So, not only is it
easily formable, it is also very versatile and forgiving.
KYDEX® Safety Precautions. Before heating KYDEX® and mold preparation, safety
must be taken into consideration due to potential health hazards presented by this product.
According to the Material Safety Data Sheet MSDS – 101 by SEKISUI SPI, KYDEX® can
release hydrogen chloride gas due to excessive heating and decomposition of chlorides within
the material. According to this document, it is recommended is to wear a proper MSHA/NIOSH
– approved respirator and work in a well ventilated area. Inhalation of the gas can cause severe
upper respiratory issues and irritation even with low levels of exposure.
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Hydraulics & Pneumatics
The website Hydraulics & Pneumatics explains the fundamentals of vacuum, and how it
works in a physical explanation and detailed description. The science behind vacuum and how it
works is the true marvel in vacuum forming applications. Evacuating air between two enclosing
objects is what creates the ability for the atmospheric pressure to work in such applications
(Hydraulics & Pneumatics, 2012).
Engineering Toolbox
The Engineering Toolbox is a great website as an engineering knowledge database. This
site contains data from calculations and formulae to industry standard dimensional data for
various applications (The Engineering ToolBox, 2014). A particularly useful part of this website
was the dimensional data for pipe, specifically schedule 40 PVC dimensions. This data was used
for calculations in chapter 2.
Orthotics and Prosthetics (O & P) Edge
The O & P Edge website is a resource for hobbyists and makers providing information
for those who like to build things instead of buying them (Wickman, 2014). Of particular
usefulness was information regarding sizing and economically building a surge tank for a
vacuum forming system. The materials used were easily obtainable at a local hardware store and
could be obtained for a low cost.
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN
Principle design activities centered on the (a) Platen, (b) the Hinged Frame and Platen
Support Assembly, and (c) the Surge Tank, each will be discussed in detail.
Platen
The first iteration vacuum platen design began as a ½ inch thick, 2 foot square, solid
surface acrylic known as Corian®, a material made by DuPont® and typically used for
countertops. The data supporting the structural integrity of the solid surface Corian® platen was
given by specifications from DuPont®. The compressive strength of Corian® according to the
ASTM C365 test is 16,000 psi, which is more than enough to handle the compressive pressure
under vacuum at 14.7 pounds per square inch (DUPONT, 2015).
The design consists of a grid with 1 inch square divisions and 1/2in wide, 1/8in deep
passageways in-between each division as shown in Figure 3. This particular design created
multiple clear passages for the air to be evacuated to a single point in the center of the platen. In
order to do so, the passageways had to intersect at multiple points for the air trapped between the
surface of the platen and the membrane to be evacuated.
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Figure 3 – Square Grid Platen Design
After further review, the passageways were redesigned from the square grid (Figure 3) to
a circular oriented grid as shown in Figure 4. The radial grid design has smoother lines and
eliminated sharp corners, which lowers the risk of the membrane tearing. Instead of cutting with
a flat bottomed ½ inch cutter, the design was also changed to use a ¼ inch ball nose cutter to
create concave passages.

Figure 4 – Radial Platen Design
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The amount of mountable surface area was increased as well by switching cutters and
design. In the first platen design, shown in Figure 3, the molding area is a 22in x 22in square,
which is a 484in2 area with 196 - 1 inch square divisions. Since each square division represents
1 square inch, that leaves a total of 196in2 of mountable area to support the mold; which
translates to 40.5% of the molding area. This translates to 59.5% of the platen surface being
channels to allow the trapped air around the mold to be evacuated.
Calculating the usable molding area of the new design in Figure 4 is a bit more complex.
In order to calculate the value, the surface area of each groove must be calculated and subtracted
from the total area of the platen. In this case, the molding area is a 19in x 19in square with 11
circular grooves, 8 intersecting lines, and 20 arc grooves. The first part is to calculate the surface
area of each circular groove and each intersecting line since they occupy the majority of the
surface area to be calculated. By subtracting the surface area of the inner radius from the outer
radius, starting from the center point, the surface area of each circular groove can be found. The
area occupied by circular grooves amounts to 88.5in2.
The second part to calculate is the negative surface area of the radial lines intersecting the
arcs. Since the area where the lines intersect the circles have already been accounted for, the
area between each intersection must be calculated. The four (4) orthogonal lines create a total of
48 intersections each nominally 1/4in x 1/2in. The four (4) diagonal lines create a total of 64
intersections each nominally 1/4in x 1/2in. The total effective negative surface area of the radial
lines calculates to nominally 14in2.
The third part of the calculation is to find the surface area of all the arcs at the edge of the
molding area. In order to find the surface area of the arcs, each one must be measured in
degrees, divided by 360 to give a percentage, and then the percentage is multiplied by the surface
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area calculated from the inner and outer radii. Doing so results in the total area of the selected
arc. Since there are 4 sets of arcs, each is multiplied by 4, then added together to reach a total of
26.3in2. The total surface area removed from the new design in Figure 4 is 128.8in2, which
translates to a total of 64.3% molding surface area. Referring to the original comparison
between the designs, (Figure 3) and radial design (Figure 4), the new design increased the
amount of mountable surface area from 40.5% to 64.3%, a 23.8% increase.
Many Thermoforming systems use a platen and plenum design. The plenum is a sealed
chamber beneath the platen which is used to draw vacuum uniformly over the entire surface of
the platen which has holes arranged over the entire surface. Using such design allows uniform
vacuum to be applied over the entire surface of the platen. One of the main drawbacks is that the
platen must be made of a very strong material in order for it to be able to handle the pressure
applied while operating under load.

Figure 5 - Platen and Plenum Design (Modified) (Amalgamized, 2011)
The platen and plenum method was not used as it requires more air to be evacuated,
much larger in size, would be more expensive to build, more complex design, and added weight
which does not support portability. It requires a higher volume vacuum pump to be efficient and
more material for the structure as well. Some hobbyists use a vacuum cleaner or a wet/dry
23

vacuum to operate such plenum design vacuum forms. A vacuum cleaner can evacuate air
quickly, but it cannot achieve a significant level of vacuum pressure in inches of mercury,
typically identified as “inHg,” to maximize the potential of the forming system. While a vacuum
cleaner has a higher flow rate in cubic feet per minute (CFM), it cannot achieve a desirable level
of vacuum pressure.
A vacuum cleaner uses a fan to create a low pressure area through the intake and a high
pressure through the exhaust to achieve a vacuuming effect. This vacuuming effect is actually
air rushing in due to the compensation of the surrounding air pressure reacting to a low pressure
space created by the vacuum cleaner. Unlike a vacuum pump it will never be able to achieve a
strong vacuum when removing air from a sealed chamber because it is not a sealed system.
Also, the fan motor not only relies on airflow in cfm to create vacuum, it uses it to keep the
motor cool as well. By trying to impose suction on a sealed system with a vacuum cleaner, it can
cause the fan motor to overheat due to the lack of air flow. So using a vacuum cleaner for this
purpose is not favorable and can lead to serious damage to the vacuum cleaner.
A vacuum pump on the other hand is a sealed system much like an air compressor. This
allows it to draw a strong vacuum on a sealed chamber which proves to be much more effective
in a vacuum forming system than a vacuum cleaner. The difference is that a vacuum pump is
designed to handle high vacuum pressures using a high torque motor and a sealed chamber. In
retrospect, the non-plenum type vacuum forming system is desirable due to less air volume,
weight, cost to build, and overall efficiency.
A recessed and sealed aluminum fitting resides at the center point of the platen which
allows the air to be drawn out of the space between the platen and membrane to the surge tank.
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The threaded fitting was designed and keyed to fit within the recessed slot of the platen so that
the fitting would not spin while the 90° fitting was threaded into the insert; shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6 – Aluminum Platen Insert

At the bottom of the insert is a 1/4in male by 1/4in female 90° NPT brass fitting.
Attached to the female side of the 90° fitting is a 1/4in NPT by 1/4in barbed fitting that allows a
vacuum hose to be attached and connected to the first isolation valve and surge tank; as shown in
Figure 7.

Figure 7 - Vacuum Form Side View
Hinged Frame and Platen Support/Base Assembly
A Hinged Frame and Platen Support/Base Assembly was designed to support the platen
and provide a path for the vacuum line. The upper portion, consisting primarily of a frame
assembly which supports and suspends the thin flexible membrane, was attached to the upper
surface of the Platen Support/Base Assembly using three (3) one inch steel commercial hinges.
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The lower portion, or Platen Support/Base Assembly, consists of three major sections: Upper
Platen Support, Lower Platen Support, and Hinge Support.
Hinged Frame Assembly
The Hinged Frame Assembly (AKA “lid”) of the Hinged Frame and Platen Support/Base
Assembly consists of two parts and was used to “sandwich” and secure the silicone membrane as
shown above in Figure 7. The top half is a 22in by 22in, 3/4in thick frame made from a 3/4in.
sheet of oak plywood. The bottom half of the frame is shorter in height to allow low clearance
between the membrane and the surface of the platen; in order to reduce entrapment volume and
membrane stretch from the original position to the surface of the platen. It is a 22in by 22in,
1/4in thick frame made from Tritan Copolyester, which is very strong and capable of flexing
without breaking.
Platen Support/Base Assembly
The Platen Support/Base Assembly consisted of three basic parts. The Upper Platen
Support was comprised of a 22in x 23.5in x 3/4in thick piece of medium density fiberboard
(MDF). The Lower Platen Support was nominally an 18in x 18in x 3/4in thick piece of MDF.
Matching 1/2in x 1/4in deep channels were provided in the bottom face of the upper platen
support and the top face of the lower platen support towards the right side of the base from the
center to provide a passageway for the vacuum hose from the platen center fitting to the first
isolation valve and surge tank.
The third part of the assembly, known as the Hinge Support, is a 1.5in x 22in x 1/2in
thick strip of MDF running along the back 1.5in of the Upper Platen Support. This strip is used
to mount the three (3) 1 inch hinge assemblies and connect to the back side of the Hinged Frame
Assembly. All three parts of the Platen Support/Base Assembly are identified in Figure 7.
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Surge Tank
The purpose of a surge tank is to evacuate the air trapped between the membrane and the
platen as rapidly as possible to create a large differential pressure across the material surface to
conform the pliable thermoplastic before it cools below the HDT. The surge tank design, shown
in Figure 8, is very simple. The body of the surge tank is comprised of three separate parts: a
length of 6 inch diameter schedule 40 PVC pipe, and two (2) 6in diameter schedule 40 PVC
rounded end caps. Three (3) holes were drilled into the surge tank, one in an end cap and two in
the cylinder. Two (2) ¼ in NPT adapters were threaded into the PVC, one on an end cap and one
in the cylinder. Ball valves were then threaded onto the ¼ in NPT adapters to isolate the surge
tank. The ball valve on the end cap is a vacuum pump shut off, and the valve on the cylinder
isolates the surge tank from the platen fitting and associated tubing. On the center of the PVC
pipe, a 1/8 in NPT 30inHg vacuum gauge is threaded into the cylinder; as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8 - Surge Tank Post-Assembly
The diameter of PVC pipe used for the surge tank was determined by the long term
vacuum collapse rating provided by a manufacture of PVC pipe, Charlotte Pipe. According to
manufacturer’s recommendations (Appendix A), a Schedule 40 PVC pipe of 6 inches in diameter
will not collapse with vacuum applied under normal ambient atmospheric pressure and
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temperature. In order to ensure proper safety, 6 inch diameter Schedule 40 PVC was chosen as it
is the largest diameter Schedule 40 PVC that can withstand any vacuum pressure up to 120°F;
which was determined to be the highest expected operating environment (Charlotte Pipe
Company, 2016).
To calculate an appropriate length of the 6 inch diameter Schedule 40 PVC pipe, one
must match the evacuation capacity of the internal volume of the surge tank to the estimated
entrapped volume (EEV) of air between the membrane and platen as well as a nominal amount
of “draped space” volume surrounding the 3D mold/pattern.
Calculating the EEV is a somewhat straight forward process. The ¼in thick copolyester
(lower portion of the Hinged Frame) creates a nominal entrapped volume of 19in x 19in x 0.25in
or 90.25in3. To estimate the volume of the air trapped by material “draping” off of a tall mold or
pattern is a bit more complex. Assuming a 2in diameter x 3in high cylindrical mold, the
simplified draped material would form a triangle of 3in2. Sweeping the triangle around the
centerline yields a nominal estimated trapped air volume of 31.5in3. As the material would
naturally sag and reduce the actual entrapped volume of air, the resultant combined EEV would
be nominally 90in3 + 30in3 of 120in3.
When the 120in3 EEV is “dumped” almost instantaneously into the evacuated surge tank,
the resulting differential pressure will be a factor of the combined volumes. If the surge tank had
an equal volume (i.e., 120in3), the combined volumes would be nominally 240in3 (1:2) resulting
in a nominal halving of the pressure. Given a nominal 26 inHg (13 psi) operational differential
pressure, the resulting dump pressure would be nominally 6.5 psi. Assuming a nominal 40in3 end
cap volume, the length of 6in diameter Schedule 40 PVC pipe (ID = 5.44in) would calculate out
to 4.68in.
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Doubling the EEV in the surge tank to 240in2 would yield a volumetric 1:3 total ratio or
8.7 psi dump pressure which is very near the ideal dump minimum pressure target of 10 psi.
Subtracting the 40in3 end cap volume gives a 200in3 volume yields a length of 11.70in. Tripling
the EEV in the surge tank to 360in2 would yield a volumetric 1:4 total ratio or 9.8 psi dump
pressure which approximately the target 10 psi dump pressure. Subtracting the 40in3 end cap
volume gives a 320in3 volume yielding an ideal minimum length of the 6 inch diameter Schedule
40 PVC pipe of 48.75 inches.
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CHAPTER 4
MANUFACTURE
The manufacturing phase of the prototype VFS was split into several parts based upon the
materials used, the equipment needed, and the tolerances required for proper form, fit, and
function. Principle manufacturing activities centered on the (a) Platen, (b) the Hinged Frame and
Platen Support Assembly, and (c) the Surge Tank. Each will be discussed in detail.
Platen
The platen was fabricated using an AXYZ CNC gantry router for quality and accuracy.
The platen’s radial design (Figure 4) was created as a two dimensional (2D) AutoCAD drawing
file. The 2D vector polyline geometry of the various centerline tool paths was imported into the
ToolPath CAM system provided with the AXYZ CNC router. After importing the 2D polyline
geometric data into the CAM application, the CADD origin was identified and the various tool
path geometries were assigned and sequenced to one of eight groups (identified by colors, see
Table 1). Each groups was then assigned a coded router bit, depth(s) of cut, cutting speed, plunge
speed, start points, sequencing information, etc.
Table 1 - User Input Chart
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Once all the information was sequenced and verified, it was then digitally transferred to
the CNC router. A suitably-sized sheet of ½ inch thick Corian was secured to the AXYZ table
and the machine prepared for operation. Upon setup confirmation, the cutting process, Figure 9,
began.

Figure 9 - Platen Groove Cutting
The entire production process of CNC routing of the radial platen from solid surface
Corian material took approximately two (2) hours to complete from setup to final product shown
in Figure 10.

Figure 10 - Finished Platen After CNC routing
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Hinged Frame and Platen Support Assembly
The two (2) parts of the frame assembly have separate manufacturing processes. The
upper frame was created from a 22in x 22in x 3/4in piece of plywood by setting the saw fence
1.5in from the blade. The inner 19in x 19in area was removed using a hand saw. A drill press
and 5/16in drill bit were used to make the 28 through holes for the ¼-20 T-nuts. These features
are shown in Figure 11 below.

Figure 11 - Insertion of T-nuts Into Upper Hinged Frame Assembly
The lower, matching half of the hinged frame assembly was drawn using AutoCAD
software and cut using a CNC laser cutter/engraver from a piece of 1/4in thick copolyester. The
production time of this part was approximately fifteen minutes. All 28 through holes in the
copolyester sheet were countersunk to accommodate ¼-20 flathead screws
The thin, flexible membrane was created from a 24in x 24in x 1/16in thick sheet of 70
durometer silicone. Holes for the screws were marked and the material pierced.
The assembly of the frame is very simple. Both top and bottom portions of the lid
sandwiched the silicone sheet. The assembly was secured with 28 ¼-20 flathead machine screws
and pronged ¼ -20 T-nuts. The large number of securing points allows for equal pressure when
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securing the membrane and prevents localized tear-out. Figure 12 shows a partially assembled
Hinged Frame Assembly without the flexible silicone membrane during form and fit testing.

Figure 12 – Hinged Frame Assembly (without silicone membrane)
A ½ inch self-adhesive silicone gasket material was applied to the face of the copolyester
along with Permatex liquid gasket to secure any potential leaks between the gasket joints as
shown in Figure 13. It should be noted that this multi-component sealing method was discovered
to be lacking during testing and subsequently simplified.

Figure 13 - Frame Vacuum Seal
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Platen Support/Base Assembly
Components for the Platen Support/Base Assembly were produced with commonly
available workshop tools: a 12 inch table saw, 12 inch pull saw, and drill press. Both the Upper
and Lower Platen Supports were cut from two (2) two foot sections from a single 4 foot square
sheet of 3/4 inch medium density fiberboard.
Upper Platen Support
The Upper Platen Support 22in width was derived from removing one (1) inch from the
left and right side, and length of 23in by removing only ½ inch from the back; final dimensions
were 22in x 23.5in.
The platen was placed on the upper half of the base then clamped for mounting hole
preparation. Eight (8) ¼ in diameter holes were matched drilled through both plates for proper
alignment. In addition, the holes in the top of the base were enlarged to 5/16in diameter for
platen to base assembly and to accept 1/4-20 pronged T-nuts.
A portion of the MDF was removed from the Upper Platen Support to accommodate the
brass fittings below the Platen. Two (2) 3-1/8in diameter holes located 5-1/8 inches from each
center were created using a hole saw. A nominal 8in x 3-1/8in lozenge-shaped pocket was
created using a scroll saw. A 1/2in x 1/4in slot was cut on the bottom face as well.
The Hinge Support length of 22 inches wide matched the width of the Upper Platen
Support. The height of nominally ½ inch matched that of the Platen and allowed the Hinged
Frame Assembly to sit flush. The 1.5in width was sized to accommodate the three (3) one inch
hinge assemblies.
The final configuration of the Platen Support with the Hinge Support installed is shown
in Figure 14.
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Figure 14 – Upper Platen Support and Hinge Support (back)
Lower Platen Support
The lower portion of the supporting base was made similar to the top portion except for
some dimensional differences. Starting with a 2 foot square blank, 1.5in was cut off of each side
to create a 19in square. In the center, an 8in square was removed and a 1/2in x 1/4in slot was cut
to match the upper platen support to accommodate the 1/2in OD vacuum tubing. A 2 inch holesaw was used to cut out each corner of the 8in square, and a scroll saw was used to remove the
rest of the section providing suitable clearance to access the vacuum supply line and fittings.
The finished Lower Platen Support is shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15 – Lower Platen Support
Surge Tank
Several specialty tools were needed to manufacture the surge tank as well as chemicals
for a proper seal and adhesion. The central section of the surge tank is a twelve (12) inch long
section of 6 inch diameter schedule 40 PVC pipe. To insert and attach the valves and gauge, two
holes were cut with a 7/16in drill bit then followed by a ¼ NPT tap, one in the cylinder and the
other in one of the end caps. The third hole was drilled into the cylinder with a “Q”
(0.322in DIA) drill bit and 1/8 NPT tap for the vacuum gauge. Once the holes were tapped, the
two ¼ NPT adapters and gauge threads were wrapped with Teflon thread seal tape and threaded
securely into the PVC. The same process with the thread seal was followed to attach the two ball
valves to the adapters threaded into the PVC cylinder (designated “Valve A”) and cap designated
“Valve B”)..
The preparation process for sealing the surge tank was very simple. The mating surfaces
were cleaned and free of defects that could cause a leak. Once all the surfaces were clean, a
coating of the cement primer was applied to both mating surfaces followed by a coating of the
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cement and fitted together creating an airtight seal. When the second end cap was being applied,
one of the ball valves had to be opened in order for the pressure inside the pipe to be released.
After the assembly process was completed, twenty four hours of curing time was allowed
to ensure full joint strength. The final assembly of the surge tank was shown in the previous
chapter in Figure 8.
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CHAPTER 5
TESTING AND RESULTS
System Testing
Testing began after final assembly to measure the initial capabilities and performance of
the vacuum forming system. The surge tank was the first part of the system to be tested to
ensure proper seal in each valve and threaded parts. After isolating the tank from ambient air by
closing Valve A, a 2.5cfm commercial HVAC vacuum pump was used to evacuate the air from
the surge tank until a vacuum of 27 inHg (~13.3 psig) was reached as shown in Figure 16. Valve
B was closed and the tank was left under vacuum for a minimum of fifteen (15) minutes to
ensure the level of vacuum held would for nominally three (3) times the maximum expected
operational cycle time.

Figure 16 - Surge Tank Maximum Vacuum Reading

As the surge tank and valves did not have any leaks, the Hinged Frame and Platen
Support Assembly (herein called the VFS), surge tank, and vacuum pump were connected for the
second operational test. The surge tank was isolated from the VFS by closing Valve A and the
tank evacuated by opening Valve B and running the HVAC vacuum pump to nominally 27 inHg.
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A mold pattern was placed on top of the platen, the frame assembly was lowered over the mold,
and Valve A opened to allow the entrapped air to be evacuated into the surge tank. The system
was allow to come to a steady state condition with both valves opened and the HVAC vacuum
pup continuing to run.
During the initial functional test of the VFS, only a maximum vacuum of 20 inHg (~ 9.8
psig) was achieved indicating some type of major leak most likely between the Hinged Frame
Assembly and the Platen. It was determined that the hollow gasket material was not able to hold
its form under stress of differential pressure loading allowing air to infiltrate the system making
the desired target vacuum of 27 inHg unobtainable.
The original gasket and adhesive backing was removed in order to replace it with abutted
lengths of commercially available ½ inch self-adhesive, flexible, closed cell foam seal. A single
application of the foam seal was applied next to the inner edge of the bottom of the frame as
shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17 - Foam Seal Application
The use of the commercially available foam seal resolved the leak issue and, in a
subsequent operational test, the VFS held full vacuum of 27 inHg inside the form for over five
minutes with the vacuum pump in the off position and both valves in the closed position.
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VFS Standard Operating Procedures
The various processes for using the vacuum forming system and molding any thermoformable polymer sheet ,in this case KYDEX®, is very simple. The typical connections for the
VFS as shown in Figure 18 must be made prior to any operations.

Figure 18 – Vacuum Forming System Diagram

Before the KYDEX® can be thermoformed, it must be uniformly heated to a temperature
up to 330°F and not exceeding 400°F; specific temperatures within this range are thicknessdependent per manufacturer. The technical brief titled “Thermoforming KYDEX®
Thermoplastic Sheet” (TB-140-B) states these forming temperatures and thicknesses: (330 –
350°F) for < (0.060”), (360 – 385°F) for (0.060 to 0.125”), (385 – 400°F) for > (0.125”)
(SEKISUI SPI, 2016).
According to the technical data briefs, during the heating process suspended sheets of
KYDEX® will show four (4) distinct stages of visual changes. Within the first stage of heating,
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wide undulations will appear and the material will begin to soften. In the second stage the
material will form small ripples which are also known as oil canning. During the third stage of
the heating process, the KYDEX® will start to smooth out and begin to sag. Lastly, in the fourth
stage all the ripples will have completely smoothed out which indicates that most of the stresses
within the material have been removed. Between 10 and 30 seconds after the ripples have
smoothed out, the KYDEX® is ready to form (SEKISUI SPI, 2016).
Before placing the material on top of the mold inside the vacuum forming system, the
surge tank must be evacuated (Valve A: Closed; Valve B: Open; Pump: On). Once the surge
tank is evacuated to 27 inHg and mold is in place, the thermoplastic material must be placed
carefully but with utmost haste on top of the mold/pattern and allowed to drape. The Hinged
Frame Assembly must be pulled down over the mold very quickly in order to start forming the
material and establishing a seal. Immediately after the frame has sealed to the platen, Valve A to
the surge tank is opened and the entrapped air quickly evacuated (dumped) into the surge tank
thus supplying the differential pressure to conform the pliable KYDEX® to the contours of the
mold/pattern. Ideally, full operational vacuum of 27 inHg is achieved prior to the material
cooling down to the heat deflection temperature (HDT) of 165°F for KYDEX®. To speed
cooling (“freezing”), one or more fans may be used to cool the membrane and material. Once
the material has reached a suitable temperature below the HDT, the vacuum is released (either
via the HVAC vacuum pump’s bleeder valve or by unhooking the vacuum tubing between the
VFS and Valve A). Once the differential pressure approaches zero (0), the Hinged Frame
Assembly can be open and the vacuum formed part removed. After resetting the components,
the process can be repeated (SEKISUI SPI, 2016).
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Results
Resulting attributes to the vacuum forming system and KYDEX® were discovered after
several molding attempts with different objects. It was found that the material heating stage is
the most important amongst the different processes when using this prototype VFS. If the
material was heated to too high a temperature, it created a very sticky surface characteristic and
proved to be difficult to work with when being applied to the mold; much like working with
extremely hot double-sided tape. The sticky surface took away from the effectiveness of the
molding process since it takes more time to set the material over the mold properly. The time
between removing the KYDEX® from the oven to placing it over the mold is extremely
important since the temperature controls the material formability. An example of how this
applies to the molding process is shown in Figure 19 below. Notice how the edges are curled
and folded. Regardless of the wrinkles on the outer edges, the material performed well in
contouring the complex curvature of the bottom side of the object.

Figure 19 – Piston Molding 1st Attempt
A smaller piece of material was chosen for the second attempt in molding the same
object. By using a smaller piece of material, it is easier to see the comparison of the overall
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contour that the material must adhere to when being molded. Following the same process as
before, the results are shown below in Figures 20 and 21.

Figure 20 – Piston Molding in Process

Figure 21 – Piston Molding 2nd Attempt Mold Comparison
The KYDEX® had high molding definition at the top of the object as far as conforming
to the curves and other attributes. Towards the bottom of the object, the KYDEX® could not be
stretched completely to conform to the 90° angle. This is due to the silicone membrane being
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stretched to the limit with the given pressure from the evacuated air inside the forming system.
By molding some smaller objects, this condition was tested in order to find any potential
improvement by reducing mold height. After further inspection and comparison to the previous
object, the radius formed around the far left and right side reduced dramatically; shown in Figure
22. So, there is a relationship between mold height and material contour between the object and
the platen.

Figure 22 – Candle Holder Molding Top View
With these objects, how the system formed the KYDEX® around them was quite
impressive. It was able to form so tight around the objects in fact, that it proved to be difficult to
remove them from the material; as if they were locked in place. The same type of result was
found in forming KYDEX® around the previous object. However, this does not prove to be an
issue due to the fact that KYDEX® is flexible enough to manipulate and remove the objects
from the material.
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Conclusion
Overall, the prototype Vacuum Forming System worked very well and is expected to
withstand a high number of operational cycles. All of the materials used in the manufacture of
this vacuum forming system can sustain the ability to be used in this fashion consistently.
As an extension of this project, the vacuum forming system could be configured for
“Food Safe” operation using a Nitrile membrane and the solid surface Corian platen material can
be used for this purpose. Also, if the user desires to use this system as a Thermoforming system
by using the thermoplastic material in place of a membrane, it can be adapted to do so as well.
With external funding, standardized testing with multiple materials could be undertaken
using a standardized test mold/pattern. This standardized mold/pattern would consist of multiple
pins and depressions in order to compare multiple material properties (primarily thickness) as
well as different flexible membrane materials in different thicknesses. This would show the
ultimate limits of the vacuum forming system with different materials and show best case
molding scenarios for different types of membranes and thicknesses
There are a couple recommendations as far as the forming system hardware and function.
After further review and mold testing, it was determined that slotted frame hinges would benefit
better to the function of the vacuum forming system. The hinges used did not allow the frame
assembly to rise and lower while vacuum was applied, which does not allow the foam seal
between the frame assembly and platen to function to the fullest extent.
Finally, the use of a commercial industrial oven for narrow range banding for precision
temperature control and suspended material heating would be ideal. Again, this would require
significant external funding.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A
Charlotte Pipe Vacuum Collapse Rating

(Charlotte Pipe Company, 2016)
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APPENDIX B
Supplemental Tables and Figures

Table 2 – List of Materials Used
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Figure 23 - Vacuum Forming System

Figure 24 - Bottom View of Vacuum Form and Vacuum Routing
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